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Core Pack Guide
Children taking part in the Summer Reading Challenge using the printed materials will collect
transformation stickers to add to a fold-out fun house poster. As they read books for the
Challenge, their stickers will bring the fun house to life.
Brian the pony has broken the Silly Squad’s laugh-o-meter device, which is used to measure
happiness levels across the land. Children will move through the different rooms in the fun
house, meeting members of the Silly Squad and collecting pieces of the laugh-o-meter as they
go. If they make it all the way to Brian’s Evil Lair in the attic, they can put the laugh-o-meter
back together and complete the Challenge.
This resource explains how the core pack poster and stickers go together. The images included
in this resource are for guidance only and should not be used in publicity materials.
Download the Silly Squad Character Guide to find out more about the Silly Squad members and
their nemesis, Brian.
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Core Pack poster
Children can use the Core Pack poster to keep track of their progress through the Challenge
and rate the books they are reading.
If your organisation is distributing materials
by post
•
•

•
•

Each poster is 249mm x 177mm when
folded up.
Posters will come in bundles of 100
with the transformation stickers
bundled separately.
There are 3 x sheets of stickers for
each Core Pack poster.
The weight of 1 x poster and 3 x
sticker sheets is approximately 35
grams.

Unfold the poster to enter the Silly Squad fun house, where all the action takes place!

The Challenge begins at the front door
of the fun house (bottom left).
There’s a new member of the Silly
Squad to meet in each room, and
animal friends to guide the way.
Climb all the way up to the attic and
enter Brian’s Lair to fix the laugh-ometer and complete the Challenge.
The clues down the right side of the
house will help children complete the
poster in order.
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Transformation Stickers
The stickers children receive for reading their books will transform different sections of the
Core Pack poster.
The stickers are provided on three sheets; each sheet is numbered and colour coded to
match the clues. Each sheet is perforated so it can be split down the middle. Each sticker
features some of the scene background to help children put them in the correct place on
the poster.
There are twelve stickers in total. Three of the stickers contain scratch and sniff smells.
The seven large stickers go on the main fun house image. The five small stickers are the
pieces of the laugh-o-meter that Brian has scattered throughout the house. These go in the
laugh-o-meter box at the top of the poster. The poster includes lightly shaded areas as a
hint of where each sticker should be placed.
You will see that the images of the sticker sheets in this resource have black outlines on
them; these are simply to show the sticker areas and perforations and do not appear on the
printed materials.
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Clue 1
Enter the Comedy Closet and find out who loves to
dress up!
Sticker sheet 1 (blue)
Snook the penguin in his finest fancy dress
Laugh-o-meter piece 1: crying face

Clue 2
Izzie is the boss of Slime Station, but who’s stuck in the
slide?
Sticker sheet 1 (blue)
Sheep getting slimed in the slide (with slime smell)
Laugh-o-meter piece 2: sad face

Clue 3
Chaos rules at LOL Library and someone may have just
opened the wrong book…
Sticker sheet 2 (green)
Butterflies bursting out of a magical book in the LOL
Library (with meadow smell)
Laugh-o-meter piece 3: smiley face

Clue 4
Lily is the ultimate comedian: can you guess her joke
punchline at the Giggle Factory?
Sticker sheet 2 (green)
Speech bubble with the punchline to Lily’s joke
Laugh-o-meter piece 4: happy face
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Clue 5
Even the funniest pranks in the One Stop Prop Shop
can’t cheer up Bamboozle. Read a book and bring a
smile back to his face!
Sticker sheet 3 (orange)
Happy Bamboozle with silly props
Laugh-o-meter piece 5: laughing face

Clue 6
Enter Brian’s Evil Lair if you dare and fix the laugh-ometer! Can the baddest pony of them all change his ways?
Sticker sheet 3 (orange)
The restored laugh-o-meter with the dial pointing to
maximum happiness
Happy Brian (with strawberry pony smell)

Sticker Codes
A code is printed on each of the three sticker sheets as an additional incentive for children
using the Summer Reading Challenge website.
Children can unlock additional Silly Squad content by signing in to their Profile page at
sillysquad.org.uk and entering the codes in the ‘Your Badges’ box.
As the website codes also have a sticky backing from the sheet, children may find it useful to
peel them off and stick them to an empty patch on the collector poster to keep them safe.
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The Completed Poster

Look out for an empty frame in the hall of mirrors where children can draw a
self-portrait!
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How it Works + Puzzles
Children can fill in their name and age on the back panel of the poster. Inside there are silly
puzzles to complete.

Book Log
The poster includes space for children to record and rate six books

